Reading and Resources:

Campus Pride National Trans Policy Clearinghouse: Universities that Allow Name & Gender Changes on Campus Records

Lambda Legal: A Transgender Advocate's Guide to Updating and Amending School Records


Case, K. and Meier, S. “Pedagogical Best Practices for Trans Youth Ally Training”
Farrington, J. (2017) Chicago Children’s Museum: Gender Pronoun Option for Email Signatures


- Creating Trans Inclusive Classrooms & Group Space
- Adapted from Dean Spade’s “Making classrooms welcoming for Trans students”
- UC Berkley: Creating Inclusive Classrooms for Trans* and Gender Expansive Students


Lodewick, Colin (2016), 34th Street Magazine: “The Everyday Struggle of Trans Students at America’s Most LGBTQ Friendly School: Dissecting Penn’s Trans-Friendly Reputation”


Talusan, Meredith. “We’ve Always Been Nasty: Why the feminist movement needs trans women and gender-nonconforming femmes.”

Trans Health Glossary

Robinson, Bean and Jeffrey Whitman. *World Professional Association for Transgender Health, Inc.: Clarification on Medical Necessity of Treatment, Sex Reassignment, and Insurance Coverage in the U.S.A.*

Greathouse, Maren. *Higher Education Today: “It Doesn’t Always Get Better for Queer-Spectrum and Trans-Spectrum College Students”*

*Howard Brown Health Center: Hormones FAQ*


Dys4ia – Online Game


Bilgehan Ozturk, M. & Tatli, A. (2015) “Gender identity inclusion in the workplace: broadening diversity management research and practice through the case of transgender employees in the UK” (*Conclusion on pg 16*).


Ennis, Dawn (2019) “Genderqueer, bisexual bowler finds their lane at Vanderbilt.”